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Abstract—In this report, we present the results of motion
planning algorithms for dynamic target tracking in two settings.
In the first setting, we consider the case of perfect communication
between sensor nodes. We quantify the value of cooperation
and successfully reproduce results reported in [1]. In the sec-
ond setting, we incorporate communication noise errors in our
system model. We implement the communication aware motion
planning algorithm in [5] and verify the detrimental impact of
communication noise on performance. We propose a scheme to
account for shadowing in the environment by incorporating a
map of shadowing objects in the communication aware motion
planning. Our results suggest that this empirical accounting for
shadowing can significantly enhance the communication aware
motion planning scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW

In this project, we will implement a communication-aware

motion planning strategy. By being communication-aware, the

strategy aims at accounting for: a) the sensing and navigation

objectives and b) the communication objectives of mobile

sensors that are cooperatively estimating the state of a mobile

target.

Decentralized motion planning for dynamic target tracking

under a perfect communication scenario is studied in [1], [2].

Communication aware motion planning is studied in [5], [6],

[7].

II. MOTION PLANNING: THE PERFECT COMMUNICATION

SCENARIO

A. Perfect Communications System Model

Considering the case of N mobile sensors that are cooper-

atively estimating the state of a target with certain dynamics,

the goal of the mobile nodes is to optimize their motion-

planning decisions so as to improve their sensing and navi-

gation properties. Because many of the applications for such

networks involves unplanned environments, it is desirable to

have a decentralized decision-making capability. We highlight

first the Kalman filter equations assuming a perfect commu-

nication scenario. We will then modify our system model to

incorporate communication errors due to fading environments.

More specifically, consider the state of a target moving in a

plane with the following dynamics:

x[k + 1] = x[k] + w[k] (1)

where x[k] ∈ R
2 is a vector representing the state of the target

at time k, w[k] is assumed zero mean, Gaussian and white

with Q representing its covariance matrix. All our results are

carried out for Q = 0.01× I2.

Now, let yj [k], the observation of the jth mobile sensor at

time k be:

yj [k] = x[k] + vj [k] (2)

where the observation noise, vj [k], is a zero mean Gaussian

with Rj [k] representing its covariance matrix. In the work

we attempt to replicate, Rj [k] is taken to be a function of

the positions of both the sensor and the target, as opposed to

being just a function of their distance, which more accurately

models realistic situations. Hence, we use:

Rj = T (θj)Dj(θj)T
T (θj) (3)

where we have:

T (θj) =

[

cos(θj) sin(θj)
− sin(θj) cos(θj)

]

(4)

and:

Dj(rj) =

[

fj(rj) 0
0 γfj(rj)

]

(5)

where fj(rj) is commonly modeled to have a quadratic

dependence on range, with the minimum value being achieved

at a particular distance from the target, called the ”sweet

spot”. Following the model of [1], we chose γ = 5 and

fj(rj) = 0.0008(r − 15.625)2 + 0.1528.

Each node may use a local filter such as a Kalman filter

to get a better estimate for the target position. Let xKF,j [k],
ej [k] and Zj [k] represent the local estimate of the jth sensor,

its corresponding error and its error covariance matrix after

Kalman filtering at time step k. Each node then transmits its

local measurement and measurement error covariance to other

nodes. The goal is to fuse all these measurements together in

a decentralized fashion to improve estimates and plan motion.

Hence, the local Kalman filter equations will be as follows:

Prediction

1)

x−
KF,j [k] = x+

KF,j [k − 1] (6)

2)

Z−
j [k] = Z+

j [k − 1] +Q (7)

Filtering



1)

Kj [k] = Z−
j [k]

(

Z−
j + R̂j [k]

)

(8)

2)

x+
KF,j [k] = x−

KF,j +Kj [k]
(

yj [k]− x−
KF,j

)

(9)

3)

Z+
j [k] = (I −Kj [k])Z

−
j [k] (10)

Under the perfect communication scenario, each node then

sends its state estimate, x+
KF,j [k], and its error covariance,

Z+
j [k] to its cooperating nodes, and receives their respective

estimate, also. At each sensor, these estimates are fused

together to obtain a global estimate of the error covari-

ance, Zglobal[k], and a global estimate of the target position,

x̂global[k] according to the following:

Z−1
global[k] =

N
∑

j=1

(Z+
j [k])−1 (11)

x̂global[k] = Zglobal

N
∑

j=1

(Z+
j [k])−1x+

KF,j [k] (12)

The global estimates are used to plan an optimal motion of

the sensors so that they can cooperatively continue to track

the target status according to Algorithm 1, [1]. Note that the

jth node has a finite set of possible motion vectors to choose

from. These vectors all have the same amplitude but different

phases equally distributed between 0 and 2π. Note that the

global estimate is used here to predict the observation noise

covariance for a given motion vector. We now present the

numerical results for the perfect communication scenario.

Algorithm 1 Decentralized motion planning algorithm

1: Each node assumes other nodes remain at their present

positions, allowing for calculation of their local error

covariances at the next time step.

2: for Every possible motion vector, m do

3: Calculate the cost:

Costj [k,m] = det



Ẑ
+
j [k + 1,m]−1 +

N
∑

i 6=j

(Z+
i [k + 1])−1





(13)

4: end for

5: Find m∗ = argmin Costj [k,m]

B. Perfect Communication Motion Planning Results

We first set out to investigate the impact of cooperation

on the sensor’s ability to effectively track a target. Fig. 1

illustrates the reduced norm of absolute error due to the use of

cooperative target sensing. Fig. 2 illustrates the corresponding

error covariance. Figures 3 and 4 illustrates similar result but

for a moving target.

Finally, for the perfect communication results, we set out to

investigate the correspondence between the results we obtain
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Fig. 1. Absolute error calculated for a stationary target.
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Fig. 2. Error covariance calculated for a stationary target.
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Fig. 3. Absolute error calculated for a moving target.
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Fig. 4. Error covariance calculated for a moving target.
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Fig. 5. Setup attained in simulations.

from our implementation and those reported in [1]. Figures 5

and 6 show a strong correspondence that indicates success in

implementing Algorithm 1. We note also that as reported in

[1], this configuration is the optimal for the sensing objective,

since it is noted that all sensors are at their respective sweet

spot from the target, i.e. to minimize the observation noise

error. Further, it is shown in [1] that if the sensors are at their

minimum fj(rj) distances, then there are many configurations

that will yield the minimum cost provided that the sensor

angels satisfy a certain condition. For 3 sensors, the optimal

configuration is to have the sensors at 120o from each other,

which is clear from the figures also.

Remark Finally, before we conclude this section, a note

is in order on the topic of incorporating the global estimates

we attain from sensor fusion into the local Kalman equations.

Based on our investigation of the subject, see [3] and [4], this

topic is non-trivial. The model we adopt here from [1] is based

on a state vector fusion, not a measurement fusion, [3]. We

Fig. 6. Setup reported in [1].

expect incorporating feedback from the estimates into the local

Kalman filter to require derivation from first principles of the

Kalman equations so that optimal performance, for example

in a mean square error sense, can be achieved. [4] presents

one such examlpe where global estimates are incorporated in

feedback to the local filter. The reader should note however

that, unless otherwise indicated, all implementations are car-

ried out assuming only the local Kalman equations, i.e. no

feedback exists between the global estimates and the local

Kalman dynamics.

III. MOTION PLANNING: THE FADING CHANNEL

SCENARIO

A. Wireless Communications

Mobile nodes are expected to have applications in un-

planned environments, hence dependence in communication

must be on wireless communication. The wireless medium,

however, presents serious challenges to signal propagation.

For example, wireless signals are attenuated by distance, they

get obstructed and reflected by objects in the environment.

This leads to three main phenomena guiding the propagation

of wireless signals: 1) Path loss, due to distance-dependent

attenuation, 2) Shadowing, caused by object blocking, and

3) multipath fading caused by multiple paths arriving at the

receiver hence constructively or destructively adding up. Let

γ(q) denote the instantaneous received signal-to-noise-ratio

(SNR) at a given mobile node q, then:

SNR(q) = γmp(q)γsh(q)γpl(q) (14)

where γmp(q) and γsh(q) are random variables representing

the attenuations due to multipath fading and shadowing and

γpl(q) =
αpl

||q−qb||npl
, is the distance-dependent path loss, qb is

the transmission point, αpl is a factor related to the antenna

gains and transmission parameters, and npl is the path loss

exponent (equals 2 for free-space propagation). The shadowing

parameter is typically modeled using a log-normal random

variable. So we have:

SNRdB(q) = 10 log10(αpl)−10npl log10(||q−qb||)+η(q)+w(q)
(15)



Fig. 7. Setup showing how the exponential modeling of shadowing is not
significant for the small step sizes considered in this work.

where η(q) = 10 log10(γsh(q)) is zero-mean random vari-

able representing the shadowing effect in dB and w(q) =
10 log10(γmp(q)) is a zero-mean random variable which de-

notes the impact of multipath fading, after removing its

average.

It is important to characterize the spatial correlations of

the random variables, η(q) and w(q) so that we can make

communication noise predictions. As for the spatial correlation

of multipath fading, w(q), there is no model that characterizes

this for different environments. Further, It is assumed that if

the distance between the spatial samples is large enough (by

an order of a wavelength), the multipath component can be

considered uncorrelated. Hence, in this work we will consider

the detrimental impact of multipath fading on the quality

of the received signal, however will not model it in our

motion planning. On the other hand, the spatial correlation of

shadowing is typically modeled with an exponential function

[6], i.e.:

E{η(q1)η(q2)} = βe−
||q1−q2||

ψ (16)

where β denotes the variance of η(q1). Note that a maximum

likelihood estimation of η(q2) given the knowledge of η(q1),

η̂(q2)|η(q1) = e−
||q1−q2||

ψ × η(q1). We note, however, that the

above model is not expected to assist in our communication

aware motion planning scheme for the following reason: Since

the step size we consider for the allowable motion vector is

generally very small so that ||q1 − q2|| ≈ 0 so that η̂(q2) ≈
η(q1), as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, this is not expected to yield

a different statistic for the communication noise covariance

than the previous sensor position. Hence, in this setup, we will

still investigate this scheme in accordance with our work plan,

but will also propose another communication aware motion

planning based on the presence of actual obstacles in the work

environment that cause shadowing effect. We will cover these

two schemes after we discuss the modified system model.

B. Modified System Model and Motion Planning Algorithm

The local Kalman filter equations described earlier remain

unchanged, however the change comes in the received other

sensor estimates on the target and the error covariance. The

received data is corrupted by process noise, observation noise,

and communication noise. We will use the symbol x̂KF,i,j to

denote the reception of the jth node from the transmission of

the ith one, i.e.:

x̂KF,i,j = x+
KF,i[k] + ci,j [k] (17)

where xKF,i[k] is the Kalman filter estimate at node i (this

includes the process and observation noise), and ci,j [k] is the

communication noise between nodes i and j. Note also that

the received covariance can be represented by:

Ẑi,j [k] = Z+
i [k] + Li,j [k] (18)

where Li,j [k] is the communication noise between nodes i and

j occurring in the transmission of each element of Zi,j . As per

the analysis in [5], the variance in each of the communication

noise terms can be shown to be:

VARi,j [k] =
∆2

12
+

4Nb − 1

3
∆2 × qfunc(

√

SNRi,j[k]) (19)

where ∆ and Nb represent the quantization step size and

number of quantization bits, respectively. So using the above,

the covariance matrix, Ui,j [k] associated with ci,j [k] becomes:

Ui,j [k] = VARi,j [k]× I2 (20)

Note that the term SNRi,j [k] in (19) can be estimated from

training bits (called pilot symbols) used at the beginning of

communication between the two nodes, and is a standard pro-

cedure in wireless communications. Based on the observations

from other nodes, each node builds the following Best Linear

Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) as:

x̂j [k] = (

N
∑

i=1

P̂−1
i,j [k])

−1

N
∑

i=1

P̂−1
i,j x̂KF,i,j [k], (21)

with Pi,j [k] = Ẑi,j [k] + Ui,j [k], where Zi[k] is the error

covariance matrix at node i and Ui,j [k] is the covariance

matrix of the communication noise ci,j [k], calculated from the

received SNR. Finally, the modified motion planning scheme

is now summarized in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 Communication aware motion planning

1: Each node assumes other nodes remain at their present

positions, allowing for calculation of their local error

covariances at the next time step.

2: Every transmitted packet contains training bits, which

every node will utilize to estimate channel power.

3: for Every possible motion vector, m do
4: Calculate the cost:

Costj [k,m] = det[Z−1
predicted,j [k + 1,m]+

∑

i 6=j

(Zpredicted,i,j [k + 1,m] + Upredicted,i,j [k + 1,m])−1]−1

(22)

5: end for

6: Find m∗ = argmin Costj [k,m]



Remark We now must comment on the additivity of the

communication noise term as is apparent from (17). Although

not clear in the original work, [6], [7], it may be justified

as follows. Let the communication signal, corresponding to

the estimate x+
KF,i[k] be represented by si[k]. Then after

traversing the fading channel and adding the received AWGN,

the received signal at node j becomes:

si,j [k] = hi,j [k]si[k] + n[k] (23)

where hi,j [k] denotes the channel gain between the two nodes,

in our setup SNRi,j [k] = |hi,j [k]|
2, and n[k] is the receiver

noise. If we assume that hi,j [k] remains constant over the

entire packet transmission, then using the training data, we

may use an equalization technique to divide by the channel

gain so as to receive:

si,j [k] = si[k] +
n[k]

hi,j [k]
= si[k] + c′i,j [k] (24)

which explains how communication noise maybe additive.

C. Proposal for another Communication Aware Motion Plan-

ning Algorithm

In this subsection, we propose a modification to the al-

gorithm described above to account for shadowing objects

that can attenuate the communication signal. For this simple

scheme, we assume that the presence of an obstacle between

two nodes severely diminishes the signal, so that if during

motion planning, the sensor node can find an unobstructed path

between itself and the other nodes, it will override any other

costs, and proceeds directly into that direction. The steps can

be summarized in the following algorithm. Note that we also

modify the motion planning algorithm so that the nodes avoid

stepping inside the obstacles. We presume that the nodes have

prior knowledge of the obstacles in the environment, which is

a reasonable assumption.

D. Communication-Aware Motion-Planning Results

In this subsection, we report on our findings for the com-

munication aware motion planning algorithm of [5] and our

proposal. Fig. 8 shows the results of applying the algorithm in

[5]. For comparison, we also include the results in the paper in

Fig. 9. We note that we observe the same trend for the detri-

mental impact of communication noise on the cooperative gain

for the sensor nodes. The results are consistent in the sense

that the communication noise impact decreases with increased

value of the SNR. It is also noted that the performance of

the noisy communication links lies in between two bounds.

The upperbound is that of the performance of a single sensor

node, here referred to as solo, and the lowerbound is that

of the 3-node perfect communication scenario. referred to as

no noise, which represents the best performance that can be

achieved. Unlike the results reported in [5], our results show

considerable fluctuations which are due the need to average

the channel gains. We have mainly averaged over 100 channel

runs in the shown figure.

Algorithm 3 Proposal CAMP

1: Each node assumes other nodes remain at their present

positions, allowing for calculation of their local error

covariances at the next time step.

2: Every transmitted packet contains training bits, which

every node will utilize to estimate channel power.

3: for Every possible motion vector, m do

4: if check for obstacles(new sensor position,sensor j)==
0 & check for obstacles(new sensor position,sensor k)==
0 then

5: Assign new position

Break

6: else
7: Calculate the cost:

Costj [k,m] = det[Z−1
predicted,j [k + 1,m]+

∑

i 6=j

(Zpredicted,i,j [k + 1,m] + Upredicted,i,j [k + 1,m])−1]−1

(25)

8: end if

9: end for

10: Find m∗ = argmin Costj [k,m]
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Fig. 8. Results for the suggested framework in [5].

Fig. 9. Results in [5].
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Fig. 10. A typical scenario for the proposed communication aware motion
planning algorithm.
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Fig. 11. Results for the suggested CAMP.

In Fig. 10, we plot a typical scenario where the sensors

would find themselves struggling with shadowing form objects

in the environment. We note that for comparison with the other

algorithms, we have modified the motion planning schemes to

also avoid stepping inside the obstacles. In Fig. 11, we show

the results for our proposed scheme, called CAMP2, versus

the one considered in [5], termed CAMP, and the perfect

communication scenario, all modified to avoid stepping inside

obstacles. For this particular scenario, we deliberately chose

the obstacles to be almost surrounding the target so as to

accentuate the difference between the original algorithm and

the proposed. It is clear from the graph, that accounting for

shadowing, now done empirically by knowledge of obstacles,

can significantly enhance performance, specifically when there

are many shadowing objects in the environment.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this report, we attempted to quantify the impact of

communication noise on sensor fusion and motion planning.

We started by considering the perfect communication sce-

nario. We reported results similar to those in [1] on optimal

configuration of three sensor nodes. We also quantified the

value of cooperation and global fusion on the accuracy of

estimates. We then tackled the communication noise scheme.

We implemented the motion planing algorithm suggested in

[5] and showed the performance dependence on the SNR.

Finally, we proposed a simple scheme to empirically account

for shadowing by attempting to find paths not obstructed by

shadowing objects. Our findings indicate that an empirical

model for shadowing could be properly used in communi-

cation aware motion planning.

Future extensions of this work include attempting to in-

corporate the feedback from the global estimates into the

local Kalman filter equations and then to test whether this

yields better performance in the communication aware motion

planning algorithms.
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